
AMERICAN PRESS: The Government does not deserve further rule

In particular, the article points out that media investigations of suspected corrupt public procurement and sale

of emission allowances has led to the resignation of several ministers, the Prime Minister Robert Fico's

response was to restrict press freedom.

BRATISLAVA 10th (AP) - The current Slovak government after the corruption scandals všakovakých not deserve to be

re-elected. Notes in article for The Wall Street Journal analyst at the Washington Institute's Center for Global Liberty and

Prosperity by Marian L. Obtuse. "Slovaks deserve better," he says.

In particular, the article points out that media investigations of suspected corrupt public procurement and sale of emission

allowances has led to the resignation of several ministers, the Prime Minister Robert Fico's response was to restrict press

freedom. The prime minister tried to coalition partners in the root of the agreement to distance itself from the corruption

scandals blamed most of them right. "In fact legitimized theft and 'buranské behavior of Meciar and Slota invitation to the

government," he writes in The Wall Street Journal.

Irish Irish Times newspaper back in its Thursday issue notes Slovak opposition allegation that the government of their actions

hindered the country in a more positive economic development. "Slovakia should return to modest economic growth after the

2009 raid. But opposition parties contend that Fico's populist spending, tolerance of corruption and incompetence of

government officials to better prevent the economic recovery in the country," wrote Irish Times.

Irish newspaper while not in the calculation of scandals and legal basis of the current government ignored the case in
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particular explosives by the Slovak police mistakenly sent the exercises with a passenger plane into the capital city of Ireland.
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